


Conceptual discussion – Smart City or Digital City



Digital City



Digital City



Smart and Human Cities

Technology as a tool

- Connect citizens
- Manager data
- Real time facts

- To broaden the vision 
of a problem



...because sometimes our cities need more than technology



Brazilian reality
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Around 95% of the counties without especific funds for planning



1º Southeast = 67.77 km²

2º South = 38.38 km²

3º Northeat = 27.33 km²

4º Midwest = 5,86 km²

5º North = 2,66 km²

23,8 km² Brasil
17 km² Finland

São Paulo City 7.300 km²

Most of North Cities less than 10 km²

Continental differences

- Climate
- Territorial ocupation
- Access to technology
- Social and economic development
- Relief
- Different forms of local management

Brazilian reality

Territorial ocupattion - IBGE 2010
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Emergency Calamity

Ministério Integração Nacional - 2016



Urban zones Countryside

Zoneamento Urbano

Z. Agroecológico

Z. Socioeconomico-
ecológico

Mobility Plan

Master Plan
Plano Diretor

National Instruments for city control – local government



1. Put in place organization and coordination to understand and reduce disaster risk, based
on participation of citizen groups and civil society. Build local alliances. Ensure that all
departments understand their role in disaster risk reduction and preparedness.

2. Assign a budget for disaster risk reduction and provide incentives for homeowners, low 
income
families, communities, businesses and the public sector to invest in reducing the risks they face.
3. Maintain up to date data on hazards and vulnerabilities. Prepare risk assessments and use
these as the basis for urban development plans and decisions, ensure that this information and
the plans for your city’s resilience are readily available to the public and fully discussed with
them.
4. Invest in and maintain critical infrastructure that reduces risk, such as flood drainage,
adjusted where needed to cope with climate change.
5. Assess the safety of all schools and health facilities and upgrade these as necessary.
6. Apply and enforce realistic, risk compliant building regulations and land use planning principles.
Identify safe land for low income citizens and upgrade informal settlements, wherever feasible.
7. Ensure that education programmes and training on disaster risk reduction are in place in
schools and local communities.
8. Protect ecosystems and natural buffers to mitigate floods, storm surges and other hazards
to which your city may be vulnerable. Adapt to climate change by building on good risk
reduction practices.
9. Install early warning systems and emergency management capacities in your city and hold
regular public preparedness drills.
10. After any disaster, ensure that the needs of the affected population are placed at the centre of
reconstruction, with support for them and their community organizations to design and help
implement responses, including rebuilding homes and livelihoods. .



Nowadays: 6 million families

2024
20 million families

10 million families living with less
than $600 per month



FGV Projetos 2015

...So we need R$76 billion per year



Robotized total station (ETR),geotechnical sensor 

“Today around 45 thousand person lives in risk area, but

just 9 thousand are registered in our alert system who

send SMS messages”

Angra dos Reis/RJ



Partnership between NEC and Rio de 

Janeiro City, for mudslide prevention

using Bigdata and Smart meters.

“The system capture data from diferent kind of smart

meters and provide analisys to inform at real time risk

of mudslide for the next 3 days.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GZGlomWXhk

Rio de Janeiro/RJ
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1 Construction for Floods prevention, 

before Olympic games



Granja Marileusa - Uberlândia/MG
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